We obtain global estimates for the modulus, interior gradient estimates, and boundary Hölder continuity estimates for solutions u to the capillarity problem and to the Dirichlet problem for the mean curvature equation merely in terms of the mean curvature, together with the boundary contact angle in the capillarity problem and the boundary values in the Dirichlet problem.
Introduction.
Let Ω be a bounded domain in R n , n ≥ 2. Consider a solution to the mean curvature equation A solution of the Dirichlet problem can be regarded as a solution of (1.1) subject to the Dirichlet boundary condition u = ϕ, (1.3) where ϕ is a given function on ∂Ω; a solution of the capillarity problem can be regarded as a solution of (1.1) subject to the "contact angle" boundary condition T u· ν = cos θ, (1.4) where ν is the outward pointing unit normal of ∂Ω, and where cos θ is a given function on ∂Ω. (Thus, in the capillarity problem, we are considering geometrically a function u inΩ whose graph has the prescribed mean curvature H and which meets the boundary cylinder in the prescribed angle θ.) Here, H = H(x, t) is assumed to be a given locally Lipschitz function in Ω × R satisfying the structural conditions ∂H ∂t (x, t) ≥ 0, for x ∈ Ω, t ∈ R. The capillarity problem corresponds to the variational problem
I(v) −
∂Ω βv dᏴ n−1 → min, with β = cos θ, ∀v ∈ BV (Ω), (1.8) where Ᏼ k is the k-dimensional Hausdorff measure. The work of de Giorgi, Miranda, and Giusti (see, e.g., [13, Chapter 14] ) initiates the study of the following generalized version of the variational problem (1.7), namely, to find a solution u ∈ H 1,1 (Ω) of the variational problem
I(v) +

∂Ω
|v − ϕ|dᏴ n−1 → min, v ∈ BV (Ω).
(1.9)
The main purpose of this paper is to obtain global estimates for the modulus of solutions, interior gradient estimates, and boundary Hölder continuity estimates of solutions to the capillarity problem and to the Dirichlet problem merely in terms of the mean curvature H, together with the boundary contact angle θ in the capillarity problem and the boundary values ϕ in the Dirichlet problem. Since in the capillarity problem and in Dirichlet problem the only prescribed data are the mean curvature H, together with the boundary contact angles θ and the boundary values ϕ, respectively, estimates which are the most natural and convenient for use take such a form.
We recall that [1] (or later [23, 24] ) established the following interior gradient estimates for any solutions u of (1.1) and for any point y ∈ Ω: . Thus, once we obtain the global estimates for the modulus of solutions in terms of the above-mentioned quantities, the interior gradient estimates in terms of the same set of quantities follow as an immediate consequence of (1.10).
1.1.
Global estimates of the desired type will be obtained and formulated in Sections 3 and 4.3. In Section 3, estimates for |u|| Ω in terms of ∂Ω udᏴ n−1 , H, and the n-dimensional Hausdorff measure of Ω are established under various conditions on H, the geometry of Ω, and the Hausdorff measure of Ω. Estimates which are valid in the most general case are formulated in Theorem 3.8. In particular, these results provide us with global estimates of |u| for solutions to the Dirichlet problem. 10 which provides us with estimates of the oscillation of the trace of u on ∂Ω in terms of H and | cos θ| for variational solutions to the capillarity problems with | cos θ| being bounded away from both 0 and 1, and |H(x, t)| being bounded inΩ × R. Combining this with Theorem 3.8, we obtain Theorem 4.11 in Section 4.4, which yields global estimates of the oscillation of u for solutions to the capillarity problem with | cos θ| bounded away from 0 and 1, and |H(x, t)| bounded inΩ × R.
For the capillarity problem with cos θ not bounded away from 0 and/or 1 on ∂Ω, we will treat only the special case where H satisfies certain growth condition and obtain Theorem 4.13 in Section 4.6. [21] the boundary regularity for the capillarity problems in the case where Ω is C 4 , θ in (1.4) is C 1,α on ∂Ω for some 0 < α < 1, and H(x, t)
Simon and Spruck treat in
is strictly monotone in t:
∂H(x, t) ∂t > 0. (1.11) In case 0 < θ < π, [21] shows the existence of a C 2 (Ω) solution of (1.1) and (1. 13) assuming that T u is extended to some boundary strip Ω ε with width ε so that it is constant along the normals to ∂Ω. To prove this, a transformation of coordinates near the boundary is performed analogously to that in [20] , which, together with a subsequent differentiation of (1.1), (1.3), and an application of (1.11), establishes an estimate of the tangential derivative of u along ∂Ω, under the condition that | cos θ| ≤ γ < 1 for some positive constant γ; in case θ is constant in a neighborhood of the point under consideration, this estimate of tangential derivative is independent of γ. This proves the Lipschitz continuity of the trace of u on ∂Ω, which together with the result in [19] yield the boundary Hölder continuity of u. The disadvantage of their proof is that H is assumed to satisfy the strict inequality (1.11) rather than the less restrictive condition (1.5).
In contrast, as a consequence of the estimates of local oscillation on ∂Ω, under the assumptionsĤ 14) for some p > n, the Lipschitz continuity of the trace of u on ∂Ω will be established in Section 4.4 at each point x 0 of ∂Ω which satisfies the following assumptions: (A1) a small neighborhood Ω ∩ B R (x 0 ) exists such that cos θ is continuous in ∂Ω ∩ B R (x 0 ), and, for some constantβ, 1 ≥β > 0, we have
2 or the graph of a Lipschitz continuous function with
The Lipschitz norm of the trace of u on ∂Ω in such a small neighborhood of x 0 will be shown to depend only on H,β, and the geometry of Ω.
1.3.
Furthermore, we will establish in Section 2.1 useful growth lemmas by constructing suitable barriers, adapting the work in [14, 
These growth lemmas also yield boundary Hölder continuity with exponent 1/2 in the case that H is nonnegative and bounded above for solutions to the mean curvature equation with C 1/2 Dirichlet data ϕ, without an assumption on the regularity of the domain. This result, being formulated as Theorem 2.6 in Section 2.1, improves in some respects a previous work of Korevaar and Simon [15] , in which boundary Hölder continuity with exponent 1/2 is established for solutions with C 2 Dirichlet data ϕ, also with no dependence on the regularity of the domain. However, the Hölder norm cannot be estimated in our result and is explicitly estimated in [15] in terms of sup Ω |u|, the C 2 -norm of |ϕ|, and the Lipschitz constant of H.
We notice that Theorems 4.12 and 2.6 yield the Hölder continuity with exponent 1/2 of u up to the boundary locally in Ω ∩ B R (x 0 ) under the assumption that H is nonnegative and bounded above.
The results in Sections 3 and 4 are, however, derived without resort to results in Section 2. 
Growth lemmas
Indeed,
Growth Lemma 2.2. Suppose, in addition to the assumptions in Growth Lemma 2.1, that H(x, t) is bounded above in (D
Suppose furthermore that
Then, there exist positive constants ξ 2 > 1 and R 0 such that for R ≤ R 0 , there holds 
Proof of Growth Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. Let
We set
where 11) and |x − x 0 | = dist(x, x 0 ). We observe that U 1 (r ) and U 2 (r ) are two strictly increasing functions of class 
Furthermore, we have 17) and, if ∂B 4R (x 0 ) ∩ D is nonempty,
Since M ≥ 0 and m ≤ 0, these yield
(2.20)
Hence, we can take
The choice of U 1 and U 2 yield (2.3) and (2.7).
We note that in the proof of Growth 24) and thus
for R sufficiently small.
Growth lemmas and
Hölder continuity for solutions to the Dirichlet problem. We now recall the following result from [11, Lemma 8.23] , which is also used in [16 We notice that since we do not know how small R has to be in Growth Lemma 2.4, we are not able to obtain estimates of the boundary Hölder norm of u from our argument. 
Growth
Indeed, setting R 0 = dist(x 0 ,∂Ω) and setting, for
we let
is nonempty. We obtain from Growth Lemma 2.1 that
which together with Lemma 2.5 yield Theorem 2.7.
Estimates for
|u|| Ω in terms of u| ∂Ω and global estimates for solutions to the Dirichlet problem. We will establish local and global estimates for the modulus of solutions to the variational problems (1.7) and (1.9). The reasoning below will be adapted from that used in [7, 8, 9 ] to demonstrate the boundedness of solutions with respect to the capillarity problem or to the Dirichlet problem.
We assume that Ω is a bounded domain with piecewise Lipschitz boundary. We first consider the following variational problem, which is slightly more general than the preceding ones. Namely, let H ∈ C 0,1 (R n × R) be given functions such that (1.5) holds;
let j : ∂Ω × R → R satisfy a Carathéodory condition, that is, it is measurable in x (with respect to the (n − 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure on ∂Ω) and continuous in the second variable. Then, we consider the functional
We note that by taking
the functionals I in (1.7) and (1.9) are included in the general setting.
The simplest case where H satisfies a certain growth condition.
Under the above assumptions on Ω, H, and j, we will prove that the following holds in the simplest case where H satisfies a certain growth condition.
Proposition 3.1. Let u be a solution of the variational problem
for some t 0 ∈ R and all x ∈ Ω. Then a constant C 1 exists, which is determined completely by |Ω|, n, and t 0 such that the following estimate is valid:
Suppose, instead, that
Indeed, take
where c * is a constant depending only on n such that the Sobolev inequality takes the form
Here and in the following, we denote by
We notice that such t 0 exists in the case where H satisfies the relations
Concus and Finn [2] and Gerhardt [9, Lemma 4.1] obtain a bound for the solution to the capillarity problem with H satisfying the previous two relations in the case where Ω satisfies an interior sphere condition.
In the proof of Proposition 3.1, we will apply a result due to Stampacchia [22, Lemma 4.1], which can be stated as follows.
Lemma 3.2 (Stampacchia). Suppose that ϕ(t) is a nonnegative nondecreasing function defined on R such that for some positive constants C, k 0 , and γ, there holds
where
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let k be a number greater than max(sup ∂Ω u, t 0 ) and set u k = min(u, k). From the minimizing property of u, we obtain
Hence, using the notation
and assuming for a moment that u is smooth, we obtain
The monotonicity condition (1.
Inserting this into (3.18), we obtain
It is easy to see that this is also valid for u ∈ BV (Ω) by using an approximation argument. From (3.20) and (3.4), we obtain
From this and the Sobolev inequality (cf. [13, Theorem 1.28, page 24]), we obtain
where the constants n * and c * are given in the statement of Proposition 3.1. This and Hölder inequality yield
and hence
From this and Lemma 3.2, we obtain
, a lower bound of u can be obtained in case (3.6) is valid, which completes our proof of Proposition 3.1.
The general cases.
We are however interested in the cases where (3.4) or (3.6) fails to hold.
Estimates for small domains.
Assume for a moment that for some t 0 ∈ R,
for some constant 0 < λ < 1. We will prove the following. (3.27 ) holds for some t 0 ∈ R. Then, the following inequalities are valid:
Proposition 3.3. Let u be a solution of the variational problem (3.3). Suppose (3.28) holds and
Choosing k ≥ sup ∂Ω u and setting u k = min(u, k), (3.7) is still valid for each k ≥ t 0 no matter (3.4) or (3.6) holds or not and, we can still obtain (3.21) from (3.16), (3.18) , and (3.20) . To treat the second integral in (3.21), we observe that under assumption (3.27), we obtain from Hölder inequality that
(3.30)
Inserting this into (3.21) and treating the first integral in (3.21) by means of the Sobolev inequality and the Hölder inequality as above, we obtain
Assume that (3.28) holds. Then, by (3.31), we have
Inserting (3.23) into (3.32), we obtain
for each h > k > max(sup ∂Ω u, t 0 ). Proposition 3.3 follows from this and Lemma 3.2.
Estimates for general domains.
In general, (3.28) does not hold and we assume that (3.27) holds for some t 0 ∈ R and set
The following will be established. 
Indeed, we observe that 
holds. The proof of [8, Theorem 5] yields the following.
Proposition 3.5. Let u be a solution of the variational problem (2.2). Let H satisfy conditions (1.5), (3.37), and (3.38) and let u| ∂Ω
is bounded by a constant depending only on ε 0 , Ω, ∂Ω |u|dᏴ n−1 , and Ω H(x, 0)dx.
The proof of Proposition 3.5 given in [10] is based on the observation that u is a solution of the problem
where 
To solve problem (3.40) is equivalent to finding a solution u of the problem
and by (3.37), it is shown in [10, page 77] that
Inserting these into (3.42) and using the minimizing property of u forJ, we obtain
This yields a bound of the L 1 -norm of |Du|, which together with Sobolev inequality yield a uniform bound of the BV -norm of u. This reasoning motivates the work below in Section 3.2.3 for general domains where (3.37) and hence (3.45) do not necessarily hold.
General cases without (3.27) or (3.37).
In general, (3.27) does not hold and it is not straightforward to estimate the number ε 0 in (3.37). To treat general cases, we recall the following isoperimetric inequality whose proof is presented in [13, Corollary 1.29].
Lemma 3.6 (isoperimetric inequality). Let E and A be bounded Caccioppoli sets in R
n .
Assume A to be of positive n-dimensional Hausdorff measure and to be sufficiently smooth such that Poincaré inequality
holds for every v ∈ W 1,1 (A), where c A is a constant depending only on n and A, and 
In particular, every Lipschitz domain is an extension domain.
We notice that the reasoning leading to [11, (7. 45)] enables us to take
whereÂ is the convex hull of A and ω n is the Lebesgue measure of the n-dimensional unit ball. Select a Caccioppoli set A such that ∂Ω ∩ A is of positive (n − 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure and such that
under the additional assumption Indeed, we obtain from (3.50) and Lemma 3.6 that
and, for every Caccioppoli set E ⊂ Ω,
and, for every Caccioppoli set E ⊂ Ω, where
hence, by (3.56), (3.57), and (3.58),
which, together with (3.51), yields (3.53). We intend to estimate Ω∩A |Du|dx by using (3.53) and adapting the reasoning leading to Proposition 3.5. Setting d(x) = dist(x, ∂Ω) for x ∈ Ω and letting
we let the boundary of Ω ∩ A be made up of three parts: We require |∂Ω ∩ A|, |∂A ∩ Ω|, and δ 0 to be so small and in such a suitable proportion to each other that (3.51) is satisfied for given δ * . For example, we may take
This assures us of the validity of (3.53).
We have the estimate
and with ν Ω∩A being the unit outward normal of ∂A ∩ Ω. Indeed, motivated by the reasoning leading to Proposition 3.5, we observe that u| Ω∩A is a solution of the variational problem
where we set
We extend u| ∂(Ω∩A) to some function ϕ A,B in H 1,1 (B \ (Ω ∩Ā)), for some smooth set
Then we setH
(3.69)
Then we let
Thus, we haveJ
and to solve problem (3.67) is equivalent to finding a solution of the problem
We obtain from (3.53) that
Now thatJ A (u) is estimated from above by
we obtain that
which is (3.65).
To treat the last boundary integral in (3.65) and gain estimates of Ω |Du|dx, we consider a tubular neighborhood of the boundary ∂Ω:
with f 0 (x) being nonnegative, piecewise Lipschitz continuous and f 0 (x) being so small that Ω 0 can be covered by sets A 0 α ∩ Ω, α ∈ I 0 , with I 0 being a set of indices such that sets with distinct indices can intersect at most on their boundaries and each set A 
we now consider a tubular neighborhood of ∂Ω 0 : 
We further require that each two distinct elements in this covering can intersect at most at their boundaries and ∂ * Ω 0 is decomposed in such a way that each element in this decomposition belongs to the boundary of exactly one element of this covering. Then, we obtain analogously
Adding (3.78) and (3.83), the integral of β Ω δ * u along ∂ * Ω 0 vanishes and we obtain
(3.84)
We then set iteratively Ω m+1 , N to be a tubular neighborhood of ∂ * Ω:
where ∩ Ω m+1 , α ∈ I m , in a manner analogous to that for Ω 0 and Ω 1 described above. After a finite iteration, the set Ω m * +1 is empty for some m * ∈ N, and we finally arrive at the 
where H(x, t) and j(x, t) . Namely, the function j(x, ·) is assumed to be a contraction for Ᏼ n−1 , almost every x in Ω, that is, for some constant a,
which is independent of x, we have
Moreover, we assume that
We assume the existence of two positive constants µ and C Ω depending only on Ω such that in the case where a > 0, there hold (3.27 ) holds for some t 0 ∈ R, let a > 0 and u be a solution of the variational problem (3.3) . Furthermore, set
with
Suppose that
Then there exists a constant C 3 determined completely by a * , n, t 0 , |Ω|, and the geometry of Ω such that
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let k be a number greater than max(inf Ω u, t 0 ). We set u k = min(u, k). Then u k belongs to BV (Ω) and the minimizing property of the function u yields
Adopting again the notation A(k) = {x ∈ Ω : u(x) ≥ k} and for a moment assuming that u is smooth, we obtain
(4.12)
which together with (4.5) yield
14)
where we have set
Inserting (3.38) and (4.14) into (4.12), we obtain
This is also valid for u ∈ BV (Ω) using an approximation argument. By the modified Sobolev inequality (4.6) and Hölder's inequality, we obtain
Thus, by (4.7) and (4.9), we have
which together with Hölder's inequality imply
). This and Lemma 3.6 yield
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1.
4.2.
Local estimates for the oscillation of u near the boundary. Estimates for capillary surfaces with | cos θ| bounded away from 1. We are interested in the situations where in some local sense a modified version of (4.5) holds for some proper subset Γ of ∂Ω; however, (4.9) does not necessarily hold. We will follow the approach taken in [8, pages 176-179] . We consider the capillarity problem (1.8), rather than the variational problem (3.3). Under the assumption that
for some constant a, we will arrive at local estimates for the oscillation of u indicated in Theorem 4.10, which will give us estimates for the Lipschitz constant near the boundary as indicated in Theorem 4.12. In case (4.4) holds locally on ∂Ω in the sense indicated in Section 4.3 below, we arrive at estimates of the oscillation of u along the boundary, which, together with Theorem 3.8, gives us global estimates of the oscillation of u as indicated in Theorem 4.11. We first pay some special attention to the case where (4.4) holds locally on ∂Ω. For this, we present some preliminary results in Sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2, and 4.2.3. These results were used to derive (3.87). 
Boundary integrals along piecewise
such that on a portion of its boundary,
and on the remaining portion of its boundary in Ω,
with ν being the unit outward normal to ∂E * Γ ,ε Γ . Then, there exists a constant C Γ ,ε depending only on Γ and ε such that the inequality
then inequality (4.25) holds with
If, in addition,
In order to apply Lemma 4.2, we have to estimate the value of C Γ ,ε in (4.27) and (4.29). For this, we formulate the following result which is well known and can be found, for example, in [11, pages 420-422] . (4.22) . = (0,...,0, 1) , (4.30) (4.27 ) that
and in (4.29) that
Domains with piecewise Lipschitz continuous boundary.
In this section, we formulate some results in connection with (4.4) for piecewise Lipschitz continuous domains. We first consider a portion of ∂Ω which can be represented as the graph of a Lipschitz function. 
lies in E for 0 < <ε Ω . Then, for ε <ε Ω , there exists a constantC Γ ,ε depending only on Γ and ε such that the inequality
In fact, letting η ε be a C ∞ function with 
is valid for all v ∈ BV (E).
If there is a set E
Modified Sobolev inequality.
We will give a proof of the modified Sobolev inequality (4.5) and estimate the constant involved in this inequality. This result has been used to prove Proposition 4.1 and will be used to prove Theorem 4.10.
To derive the modified Sobolev inequality (4.5), we first formulate the following result which is a special case of the so-called Friedrich inequality. 
is valid with
if ∂E is piecewise C 2 , and respectively in the three cases indicated above.
4.2.4.
Consider the capillarity problem (1.8) such that (4.21) holds for some constant a.
Let A be a set with a portion of the boundary ∂ * A included in ∂ * Ω δ 0 such that Ω ∩A satisfies (3.63), (B), and for each t, 0 < t < δ 0 , (4.57) and that there holds 
holds true, and if β(x) < 0 for all x ∈ ∂Ω ∩ A, then the inequality
holds true. Here 
, Ω H(x, 0)dx, |Ω|, a, and the geometry of Ω.
4.4.
Boundary regularity for capillary surfaces. From Theorem 4.10, we obtain the following for solutions to the capillarity problem with | cos θ| being bounded away from 1 and 0. To see that Theorem 4.10 implies Theorem 4.12, we notice that C * A and L * * in Theorem 4.10 approach the respective values 1 and 0 as δ 0 → 0. Thus, from letting δ 0 → 0 and letting ε → 0, we obtain Theorem 4.12 after a possible renormalization which makes inf ∂Ω u ≤ 0 or sup ∂Ω u ≥ 0.
We emphasize again that Theorems 4.12 and 2.6 yield the Hölder continuity with exponent 1/2 up to the boundary locally in ∂Ω∩B R (x 0 ), under the assumptions on cos θ, ∂Ω ∩B R (x 0 ) indicated in Theorem 4.12, the assumption that inf ∂Ω u ≤ 0 or sup ∂Ω u ≥ 0, and the assumption that H is nonnegative and bounded above. 10) and (3.11) . For the capillarity problem with boundary contact angle not bounded away from 0 and/or π , we will treat only the cases where H(x, t) satisfies the growth conditions (3.10) and (3.11). We will prove the following.
Analogously, the growth condition (3.11) gives us a numbert 0 satisfying (4.95), which yields analogously
for k > min(− sup Ω u, −t 0 ), and hence (4.97) follows from Lemma 3.2.
